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In historic Detroit neighborhood, sewers
and canals change water from friend to
foe

Bill Laitner Detroit Free Press

Hear this story
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Five homeowners gathered in a church basement on Detroit's far east side.

Their unofficial leader? Jay Juergensen, builder, landlord and unpaid community
organizer. He scanned the group of neighbors and their special guest.

"We have got to engage our upstream neighbors because we can't expect a micro-
solution to solve something this big," Juergensen told them. By "something this big,"
he meant southeast Michigan's gigantic network of aging sewers, which is supposed to
shunt the waste of 3 million people to the nation's largest wastewater treatment plant,
in southwest Detroit. Sometimes, though, the system sends sewage into basements and
floods streets with it, as happens too often in this neighborhood.

The wild-eyed hope for this group? Finding a way out of sewer traumas that plague the
whole region, and nowhere worse than here. One year ago this week, President Joe
Biden signed the Bipartisan Infrastructure Act, sending billions to every state. Now,
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decision makers are wrestling with how to fix metro Detroit's bloated and broken sewer
system.

Juergensen went on: "I believe this community can be a demonstration project for the
21st century, for this whole region." People nodded. For two hours, they'd given a tour
to their special guest — Erma Leaphart of northwest Detroit, a key Michigan leader of
the Sierra Club in the Great Lakes Coalition.

First, they took Leaphart to tiny Fox Creek Park, on East Jefferson near Detroit's
border with Grosse Pointe Park. They bent down by the creek bank to show her a sewer
outfall. It pours stormwater from all over Detroit's east side and the Grosse Pointes
into Fox Creek, a canal that runs behind scores of local homes, then joins the Detroit
River. The outfall is fine when it carries plain stormwater. In heavy rains, though,
sewage from all over mixes in.
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Next, they led Leaphart to the backyard dock of Joe Kaled, who got his old Evinrude
purring as she climbed aboard. "I grew up on this canal — I used to skate on the ice,"
Kaled said, as he steered past a stunning contrast. On one side of Fox Creek ran a high
seawall, as far as the eye could see. Built decades ago with government dollars, it keeps
forever dry the side facing Grosse Pointe Park.
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On the Detroit side? A jumble of private seawalls change shape at every lot line. Many
are bent and crumbling with age. When there's high water on the lakes, canal water
overtops these private seawalls into backyards, rippling into garages and filling
basements, until it runs out into sewers in the street. New seawalls cost $500 a foot,
Kaled said. In town meetings, city officials have told residents again and again,
government can't help. They must pay for new seawalls themselves.
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The neighborhood is called Jefferson Chalmers. Jefferson Avenue borders it; Chalmers
Street bisects it. When big storms strike, basement sewer backups ruin furnaces,
appliances, everything. Broken seawalls let canal water waterlog properties, making
some worthless. Community leaders and civil engineers both say it: Jefferson Chalmers
poses the toughest case in metro Detroit's challenge to rebuild its sprawling drainage
network, after decades of underinvestment, and as climate change intensifies property
damage.
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More:Detroit City Council has 1 week to vote on paratransit contract

More:DTE proposes huge increase in wind, solar energy, faster closure of Monroe
plant

Once inside the church, Leaphart looked at the bunch and smiled. "Can I play devil's
advocate?" she said. "You live in a marsh." People chuckled. Uncle Sam agrees. It was
in November last year that Jefferson Chalmers was declared a FEMA flood plain. Still,
Leaphart wanted to help. For two hours, she advised the group as they discussed —
fantasized, really — answers to their big question: How can the powers that be rebuild
the sewers and seawalls to keep this historic part of Detroit from drowning?
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The problem is accelerating across southeast Michigan. Damage in the last decade
spurred class-action lawsuits, alerted residents to jam meetings and placed sewer
projects on local ballots just last week. Officials with the region's water and sewer
systems say they're making big strides to guard against heavier rainstorms. Planners
are rushing to find the best ways forward.

Is it adding miles of giant concrete containers underground? State highway engineers
plan to do that under seven miles of Interstate 94 in Detroit, from I-96 to Connor.
They'd hold stormwater in huge horizontal silos until the treatment plant can handle it,
instead of pumping it into sewer mains that can back it up into basements all over
metro Detroit. Or is the best way to build "green" designs that soak up sewage above
ground? There's prime potential for that on about 80 acres of vacant land in Detroit
near the Jefferson Chalmers neighborhood. Community activists want it turned into a
landscaped sponge for rain, or even a giant septic field, topped with a park and sports
fields.
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What about investing quickly in systems that protect property owners but would, in the
heaviest storms, pollute the Great Lakes? That's controversial. Still, it's in the works.
Grosse Pointe Park wants state approval for what it calls an EERV — for extreme
emergency relief valve, City Manager Nick Sizeland said. The city would build an EERV
for $2 million and be ready to divert sewage mixed with stormwater into the Detroit
River, keeping it out of basements.

"We don't want to have to discharge, we really don't. However, we have to have an
emergency solution," Sizeland said. Although Grosse Pointe Park's plan would divert
rainwater laced with sewage away from the sewer mains and basements under
Jefferson Chalmers, environmentalists don't like it. The nasty flow would end up in the
Detroit River just upstream from Jefferson Chalmers' boats, fishing lines and
waterfront. 12/28/22, 12:17 AMWebmail :: Re: Detroit Free Press Article
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Hearing of it at the church meeting last week, the Sierra Club's Leaphart shrugged and
said: "So, you'd still get their poop, one way or the other."

The big regional overseer of sewers, the Great Lakes Water Authority — formed during
Detroit's bankruptcy to give the suburbs more say — has a similar tactic tucked away in
its playbook. In engineers' lingo, the GLWA says "conveyance" to refer to the capacity
of pipes, and uses "CSOs" as the acronym for "combined sewage overflows" — the
effluent that contains both rainwater and sanitary waste, and that's dumped into the
Great Lakes when the system is overwhelmed. GLWA's latest documents tell planners
to "consider different operating procedures for extreme storms that maximize
conveyance but may increase CSOs." Such a choice: piping filth to basements or
voiding it to the Great Lakes.

Across the region, projects are being planned for all three categories — gray concrete,
green landscaping and expedient dumping into the Detroit River.
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One rare solution, usually considered prohibitively expensive, is to dig up streets, tear
out the combined sewage pipes, and start over from scratch with a new, dual system —
one set of pipes for stormwater that goes to the lakes, another set for sanitary waste
that runs to the waste treatment plant. Grosse Pointe Farms has about half of its area
with separated sewers, "and we are looking at potentially doing additional separation,"
City Manager Shane Reeside said. Doing the same anywhere else in metro Detroit
would saddle homeowners with water bills several times higher than now, and higher
for decades to come, while also disrupting traffic on streets for months at a time while
construction crews work. Yet, some say that's the costly yet profoundly effective
approach that's needed at the problem's epicenter, in Jefferson Chalmers.
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A far less costly and maybe just as effective option is already in the design phase,
according to the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department. DWSD's spokesman Bryan
Peckinpaugh calls it simply a relief sewer.

"We're going to start using a large pipe that we've had out of service," Peckinpaugh
said. Equipped with newfangled valves, actuated by digital sensors, the pipe would
divert sewage during heavy rains, "so we can make sure that the flows from the Grosse
Pointes and Macomb County aren't coming into Jefferson Chalmers," he said. DWSD's
plan calls for installing the relief sewer in three to five years.
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In the meantime, to forestall soggy calamities, Detroiters can apply for free sump
pumps and check valves to be installed in their basement drains, aimed at keeping
sewage out — and paid for with the new federal funds, Peckinpaugh said.

"We have a major opportunity with this funding. There's no reason that Detroit can't
get a big share of the infrastructure money," he said.

Besides lots of water, and sewage, Jefferson Chalmers has history. It's where Henry
Ford won his first big auto race, at last attracting investors who let him change history,
said lifelong resident Nick Sinacori, coauthor of "Horse Power, Men, & Machines,"
about the early days of his neighborhood. Sinacori stood outside his house and recited
history.

"This was all a marsh of 900 acres when Charles and William Moran, with government
funding in the 1880s, managed to drain and claim the land, and make it habitable. The
riverbed originally went all the way to Mack," he said, then wondered aloud:
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"If they could do it with primitive equipment, why can't we solve this drain problem
now?"

Editor's note: Free Press staff writer Bill Laitner lives in the Jefferson Chalmers
area.

Contact Bill Laitner: blaitner@freepress.com

On Tuesday, November 8, 2022 at 10:49:14 AM EST, <jjuergensen@j-assoc.com> wrote:

Colleagues and Neighbors - 

John Mogk, attorney and former J-C resident has been facilitating a conversation with City Planning Commission Staff
and Nick Schroeck, Associate Dean and Associate Professor at U/D Mercy School of Law as we examine a variety of
issues, including:

1) Removing the community from the Floodplain - including actions Bayview Yacht Club may be considering.  See
attached cost estimate for Profess

2) Construction of and NEPA Obligations for Fox Creek's eastern seawall and related actions
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